
The Latest in Poetry 

 

What Happens after We Die?  

That’s the category everyone  

was avoiding yesterday on Jeopardy.  

Finally, though, the Daily Double.  

No, sorry, that’s incorrect… The  

answer is Indigo Buntings. Indigo 

is, officially, the deepest blue of  

the spectrum of blue known today…  

OK, What Happens after We Die  

for 100. The sun slanted through  

the shades like in that Italian movie  

about fascism, whatever it was called,  

there was the fancy name of a noble  

family in it. Friends came over and  

we had a shindig, in the plywood  

battlements of the set, then we got  

serious and went outside, where it was  

warm now. It is 1965, and the present.  

Frank is still around, and Kenneth, too,  

James, in his out-of-season cardigan 

and light-blue shirt, and Ted, there, 

staring mysteriously from behind an  

elm. Where did all the elms go, someone  

was asking today, suddenly, in a voice  

that was both pleasant and grating,  

like the latest in poetry. She said she  

knew it was a Dutch Disease, But sorry,  

that is not an answer, in any case, she  

said, It’s something much stranger than  

that. People disbanded and sort of avoided  



her like the plague after that, even  

though she was a really great person.  

The play was great. People wore weird  

masks and spoke in overlapping rhythms,  

with lots of repeating words, which built  

to a crescendo of squawks, toward the  

ending, a real humdinger that, 

though we couldn’t understand the  

language they were speaking. The costumes  

were fabulous, also. Extravagant  

inflatables, like giant medicine balls, which 

are otherwise out of fashion, sadly, now, 

if you ask me, painted with clouds against  

an azure sky, through which abstract birds  

flew when actors were commanded  

to rapidly roll across a caged stage. 

 

--John Ashbery 



All Manner of Sundry Thing 

 
Now everyone’s a top cop in poetry, and there’s not a loser left  

to tase anymore, except a few street types in the rare Zuccotti  

lean-to, known as slogbod, in Sweden, or laavu, in Finland. The  

Professor of Comparative Literature was all over that one. His  

pants were way too wide, but he still gave off this insouciant mien  

to beat all chickens, as mud-caked grandma used to say, digging sand-  

worms in Damariscotta. And that’s why I married him, poor as I  

knew we’d stay. Off in the dusk-distance, Edith seemed to be in  

some kind of halo, or some kind of fire ring, to whose biblical name  

I can’t now bring recall, dammit, but they were speaking tongues  

when it did manifest. Here comes Edith, one of us would coo, and  

she probably has more crabs in her can than Jack Meacham after  

Vietnam. That gave us a chortle every time, and I still think back  

on those days, often, crying at night over what could have been,  

all the lost changes and chances that you think of when you  

startle awake in the deeps of the night, and the world’s a wordless  

thing, while someone you’d once thought charming and mysterious  

sounds positively Language Poet-like, in a drooling rut beside you.  

Yes, good, go on… I mean, OK, the thing is, we halted excavations 

and all hands drove back to read the weekly mail from faraway home, 

a most important thing in the life of a fossil hunter, though 

I see you’re looking at your watch, as usual. The village blew 

up and all manner of sundry thing flew out and up like some  

old piñata with an M-80 inside. Excuse us, we don’t want to embarrass  

you, but you seem to have walked into this poetry event without  

your pants. That’s OK, he said, insouciant, cocking an eyebrow and  

popping his gum. I’ve more sandworms in here than where pants ever  

came from. OK, we said, go for it! Then, in the vineyard, where the 
bee’s  

hymn drowns the monotony, we entered the wonted droning march.  

(My sister wrote that.) 

 
--John Ashbery 



Ten-Thousand Pounds of Millet and Soy 

 

When the whole world is getting cranked into the pit by the horny 

Hand of the Great Witch of Fuck, how can you sit there, ma puce, 

Half-whistling, reading the Paris Review, from 1995? I don’t 

Care if Sylvia Beach once wrote to an American damsel in  

Distress that, I am sorry, Mlle, but I cannot answer your query  

About M. Proust; neither Mme. Monnier nor I know anything at all  

About Proust! The porn on this island bores me stiff. So does Edna  

St. Vincent Millay, though I suppose it’s gauche to kick people after 

They’ve been creamed. And no, you can’t have one of my paintings  

Just because you wrote a poem mocking me in the New Yorker. Did  

You think we’d be pals después de la guerra? Though here’s a pass,  

Jihadist, to ride in the Giant Blimp of the State Fair, cleverly christened  

The Affair of State, packed with ten-thousand pounds of millet and soy.  

Stop putting a sack on my head while I’m steering, asshole, it’s not nice  

In our culture. Plus, here come the ghost Surrealists, rushing at us, with  

A gluten-free glower in the eyes, ready for battle. Are those trees in  

Flames there in the afar we espy through their torsos, the trees they  

Bulldozed the year the meta-sized painting of the Conceptual 

Painters was hung in Montevideo? Sorry, that question, I see, is really  

Incomprehensible. Let me put it another way: Are those the young, very  

Hip bathers that one can see there, recumbent, standing, or crouched,  

All wet and poetic, in the fiery tint of their solemn fun, and of the  

Zany cruelty of their passing-cloud craze? 

 

--John Ashbery 

LAST ONE. 

 

 




